
ABOUT THE THEME
Advent is a season of waiting, but is idle 
waiting what God wants of us? 
In preparation for the coming Messiah, 
we wonder together—what things can’t wait? 
What demands our immediate attention? 
What requires our work and preparation? 
What is it that God can’t wait for? Is it our 
praise, reconciliation, and proclamation?
 Is it the end of suffering, isolation, and fear? 
This Advent, we invite you to join us 
in imagining, prioritizing, and preparing. 
As we wait, what can’t?

WHAT’S INCLUDED IN THE BUNDLE
1 .   A D V E N T  D E V O T I O N A L  (A printable daily devotional with: scripture, poetry prayers, 

visual art, coloring, written reflections, action and journaling prompts. This will be best for older 
youth and adults).

2 .   A D V E N T  C A L E N D A R  F O R  C H I L D R E N  &  F A M I L I E S  (A printable poster with a 
map of action prompts to embody the What Can’t Wait? theme as a family).

3 .   S E R M O N  P L A N N I N G  G U I D E  (Offering insights, inspiration, and theme connections 
for the focal scriptures for Advent and Christmas Eve).

4 .   A D V E N T  W O R D S  F O R  W O R S H I P  (Plug-in written liturgy inspired by the theme and 
scriptures for each week).

5 .   B A N N E R  D E S I G N S  (New banner designs with imagery for Advent & Christmas for you to 
create beautiful paper lace banner art for your sanctuary).

6 .   1 2  N E W  V I S U A L S  W I T H  A R T I S T  S TAT E M E N T S  (Illuminating the Advent & 
Christmas Eve scriptures).

7.   B R A N D I N G  B U N D L E  (Logo files and graphic templates to help you share this theme in 
your print and online communications).

8 .   P O E T R Y  P R AY E R S  (5 poems inspired by each of our weekly sub-themes).

9 .   C A N D L E  L I G H T I N G  L I T U R G Y  (New Advent wreath candle lighting liturgy inspired by 
our weekly sub-themes and the traditional Advent themes of Hope, Peace, Joy, and Love).
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KEY SCRIPTURES & WEEKLY THEMES
Our theme and resources are inspired by the Revised Common Lectionary (Year A), with particular emphasis on 
the following texts each week. We developed sub-themes each week that also parallel the traditional Advent 
themes of hope, peace, joy, and love. You are welcome to use or adapt these weekly themes in your worship.1

A D V E N T  1   |   G O D ’ S  P R O M I S E D  D AY  C A N ’ T  WA I T  (Hope can’t wait)
ISAIAH 2:1-5, PS. 122

These texts speak of God’s promised day—a day when wars end, swords are beaten into plowshares, 
and spears become pruning hooks. On the first Sunday in Advent, we focus on the need to hold onto 
hope, to continue dreaming of and reaching for God’s promised day where there will be peace and all 
will know love. How does unrelenting hope change us? How does it change our world?

A D V E N T  2   |   R E P E N TA N C E  C A N ’ T  WA I T  (Peace can’t wait)
ISAIAH 11:1-10, MATTHEW 3:1-12

Isaiah points to a peace this world has yet to know—peace where the wolf lies with the lamb and a 
child shall lead us. John the Baptist invites us to believe in this vision of peace, but first, we must 
repent of the ways we turn away from God and do harm to others and ourselves. Only through honest 
confession can we seek reconciliation and become vessels of God’s peace, facilitators of the Kindom 
of God drawn near.

A D V E N T  3   |   D E L I G H T  C A N ’ T  WA I T  (Joy can’t wait)
ISAIAH 35:1-10, LUKE 1:46B-55

Mary’s Magnificat shows us deep and holy joy—joy that trusts God’s promises of restoration, new 
beginnings, food for the hungry, and justice for the wronged. In Isaiah, creation sings with abundant 
joy, blooming open like a crocus. What does it look like to delight in God’s goodness? How do we 
respond to God’s work in the world with joy? How can we be singers of joy?

A D V E N T  4   |   C O U R A G E  C A N ’ T  WA I T  (Love can’t wait)
MATTHEW 1:18-25

As Christmas draws near, we meditate on the courage required of both Joseph and Mary. When 
Joseph learns of Mary’s pregnancy, he decides to avert scandal and dismiss her quietly. But when an 
angel comes to him in a dream, he chooses to trust the angel and act counter to social and gender 
norms—all so that the world might know love. How might we practice courageous, counter-cultural 
love? How can we be brave enough to love one another and respond to God’s call in our lives?

C H R I S T M A S  E V E   |   W H AT  C A N ’ T  WA I T ?
LUKE 2:1-14 (15-20), ISAIAH 9:2-7

Christmas reminds us that God couldn’t wait for the end of war, suffering, or human injustice. God 
couldn’t wait, so God broke through the shadows to bring light and love. God couldn’t wait to be love 
in flesh—and neither should we.

1   Our weekly sub-themes emerged from our study of our focal scriptures. We are intrigued by the conversation they form with the 
traditional weekly Advent themes of hope, peace, joy, and love. In our resources, we are working from both our weekly sub-themes 
and the traditional Advent themes. You are welcome to choose one or the other or also work with both in mind.
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IDEAS FOR WORSHIP & PROGRAMMING

•   Provide copies of our Advent devotional for individuals. If your church has a Facebook group, utilize that 
platform to discuss the prompts and content in the devotional. 

•   Provide copies of our Advent Calendar to young families for them to display on their refrigerators.                   
Children will move a magnet across a map of action prompts as they complete the prompts together as a family.

•   In your fellowship hall, or as part of an on-going Advent study group, display two large chalk boards with the 
following questions written in the middle of the boards: “This Advent, what can’t wait?” “This Advent, what 
can wait?” Each week, invite members to write responses to each of these questions using chalk or chalk pens. 
Watch as the boards fill with words and ideas throughout the season.

•   Gather a team and use our banner designs to create beautiful paper lace banners for your sanctuary.
•   Host a caroling event with stations to take action on the themes within the carols you sing. For instance, if you 

sing carols that speak of Christ’s peace, have a station where members write messages of peace on river stones 
to place on the ground near your church’s entrances. If you sing carols about God’s love, have a station where 
members can make cards to send to those who live in nursing or retirement homes, or who sleep in night 
shelters in your city. If you sing carols about God’s justice, have a station where you write letters addressed to 
your local representatives. Make the evening about putting your songs into action.

•   Host a church-wide challenge where members minimize holiday shopping online or at big-box stores and 
instead choose to:

ABOUT THE LOGOS2

“When I was considering imagery for this theme, I have to be honest, I struggled. I thought about all of the endless 
answers to the question, “What Can’t Wait?” Every time I tried to image something related to this theme, the imagery 
minimized the question. Each attempt at encapsulating this question with tangible imagery proved to be as futile as 
finding a neat and tidy answer to this looming question. So, I decided to start with the typography. I chose a font that 
was messy—one that looks as though it was spray painted on the side of an overpass, or stenciled onto a protest sign. 
The Advent season itself begs this question, and I wanted the logo to have this feeling of urgency. What do we do while 
we wait for our Creator to take on flesh and enter the world? The light of the Star of Bethlehem visually cuts through 
the question and becomes the predominant image in the logo. The light intersects with the font so that the font itself 
becomes a new image, or perhaps together they become a cohesive image, punctuating the question, hinting at urgency—
like an exclamation point. In the Christmas version of the logo, the words come more into focus, losing their raw edges. 
The question mark fades and the light of the star takes on new dimensions and emphasis.”

— L A U R E N  W R I G H T  P I T T M A N  director of branding

THEME REFLECTIONS FROM THE SANCTIFIED ART TEAM
On a superficial level, this theme could be misinterpreted as just another productivity hack to help you 
discern a more efficient way to tackle your to-do list throughout the holidays. But Advent is not a season 
for spiritual productivity or unchecked consumerism. On a deeper level, asking what can’t wait requires 
identifying what can. The laundry, the incessant emails, the shopping cart filled with things you don’t 
need—perhaps all of these things can wait, for now. What can’t wait might be the child whispering about 
dinosaurs in your ear, or the ones trapped in shelters at the US southern border. What can’t wait might be 
the friend who’s going through a tough time, or the unspoken dream you’ve been too afraid to actually 
pursue. Along with what can’t wait, we might also ask, “Who can’t wait?” Who can’t wait for healing, for a 
new beginning, for safe passage, for peace? Perhaps these questions will guide us in preparing the way for 
the One who doesn’t wait for life to be perfect, but who shows up as love anyway.
— L I S L E  G W Y N N  G A R R I T Y

‘What Can’t Wait?’ is a question I ask myself on a regular basis. I often find myself unable to prioritize, 
and though I love making lists, I can never seem to approach the tasks at hand in an efficient, productive 
manner. All of the things on my to-do list feel equally important, and the ink effectively bleeds together 
into a blob of inaction and confusion. This question fuels my paralysis as I face the brokenness of this 
world. The truth is, there are a lot of things that can’t wait for the light of God to break in. Many walk and 
live ‘in a land of deep darkness’ (Isaiah 9:2). I see tears running down the cheeks of a child separated from 
their parents. I see the tired hands of a mother working two or three jobs to put food on the table for her 
family. I see waters creeping higher and higher—claiming lands long held by this nation’s first people. This 
question is overwhelming because the answers are endless. Maybe we just need to start with one answer 
to this question. . . just one, and take it from there, one step at a time.
— L A U R E N  W R I G H T  P I T T M A N

“As we are daily faced with the hate, discord, pain, and negativity that flood our screens, where do we 
turn as we turn away? The ‘What Can’t Wait?’ Advent theme inspires my imagination in a very practical 
way. These big issues seem too great to tackle, but I can set my intentions. I can focus on the things I 
can control. I can join with billions of people worldwide who are pivoting toward the hard work of love, 
infusing into our spheres the good, the joy, the courage, the delight, the light. I can’t wait to create 
visual prayers honoring and glorifying our incredible God who shifts our gaze away from the pain on our 
screens to join the action of uplifting her incredible creation one small moment at a time.”
— H A N N A H  G A R R I T Y

I was in high school when the John Mayer song, ‘Waiting on the World to Change’ came out. I remember 
hearing it in grocery stores and on my friends’ car radios, blasting the words, We keep on waiting, waiting 
on the world to change. It’s hard to beat the system, when we’re standing at a distance, so we keep waiting. 
Although the song was catchy, from day one those words rubbed me the wrong way. As a young person of 
faith, I had been taught that being a Christian did not mean sitting idly by waiting for the promised day to 
come, but it meant working day in and day out to be God’s hands and feet in the world. So while Advent 
is typically a season of waiting, idle waiting is simply not what my soul needs. This year, I need delight 
and repentance, prophetic truth and courage, hope and reconciliation. This year, I have no patience for 
standing at a distance. I need the urgency of a love that cannot wait. All that goes to say, you can expect 
liturgy dripping in the hope of a better day, for somewhere in the urgency—somewhere in the refusal to sit 
idly by—I always find God, and that is Christmas. May it be so for you as well.
— S A R A H  A R E
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IDEAS FOR MUSIC
•  “ Find Us Ready,” Tom Booth, 1993.
•    “ Keep Your Lamps Trimmed and     

Burning,” African American Spiritual.
•   “ For You, O Lord, My Soul in Stillness 

Waits,” Marty Haugen, 1982.
•   “ Wait for the Lord,” Taizé             

Community, 1984.

2   If you have used our resources in the past, you may remember that we have released a large Advent-specific bundle followed by a Christmas mini 
bundle a few months later. To simplify and to help you plan for the season as a whole, this bundle will include both Advent and Christmas elements. 
We will not be releasing a subsequent Christmas mini bundle. The What Can’t Wait? theme will not change for Christmas, as the Christmas logo shifts to 
signify how this question and theme evolve with Christ’s birth.

-  support local & small businesses
-  purchase goods from global artisans

-   purchase goods made from eco-friendly or 
sustainably sourced materials

-  create handmade or home-cooked gifts


